
 
 

 

BlueMachines
— equal —

Greensolutions

IndustrIal VendIng Helps tHe planet – 
One Dispense At A time
Those blue vending machines popping up in manufacturing and distribution 
facilities across North America are more than meet the eye. They’re also green. 
Behind that blue exterior are countless ways that Fastenal’s FAST 5000 solution 
is eliminating waste and redundancy while reducing the use of raw materials, 
energy consumption and greenhouse gas emissions. It’s a lean solution from 
beginning to end.

From reducing usage of toxic items to decreasing fuel used to transport parts and 
supplies, Fastenal’s FAST 5000 machines help make the planet a healthier place 
to live.

One dispense at a time.

 
Fast 5000 green CHeCklIst
P automated reordering – Eliminates paper, ink, toner, and processing

P eliminates stockouts – No extra trips, saves fuel, lowers emissions

P reduces product consumption – Fewer items produced, creating less waste

P tracks and controls use – Ensures that all items are disposed of properly

P less machine idle time – Less time spent getting items from the tool crib, less time with 
machines running idle

P Increased production efficiency – Increased efficiency helps consolidate shipping costs

P reduced greenhouse gas emissions, reduced carbon footprint – Lower energy 
consumption, elimination of waste, and increased recycling collectively reduce greenhouse  
gas emissions and carbon footprint

apex COnneCt n’ gO teCHnOlOgy Helps make It green
The FAST 5000 machine incorporates Apex Industrial Technologies’ Connect n’ Go™ solutions 
into the Fastenal program, in which Fastenal provides technology and stocking at the
point of work.

Connect n’ Go™ eliminates many of the support requirements of earlier 
generations of automatic dispensing systems. It’s a true Internet appliance 
– not PC-based, and MS Windows free – requiring only a 110V outlet 
and a computer.

No MS Windows, no PC – No computers that eventually become 
obsolete and in a landfill; no power going to support a PC.

No Hard Drive – No hard drive means the machine draws  
less power.

“Sleep Mode” – The machine can have scheduled powered down 
periods so that it is not draining power during off shifts.

LEDs – Light-emitted diodes (LEDs) are more energy efficient and 
don’t need to be replaced. In addition, traditional fluorescent lights 
contain numerous hazardous toxins and require care when disposing 
of them.

No purchase orders – A huge reduction in paper usage.

Real-time tracking and dispensing information available anytime, anywhere 
– Reduces site trips, allows for better planning.

Contact your local Fastenal store or visit fastenal.com to find out how Fastenal’s 
FAST 5000 program can help you go green, and save you time and money.
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IndustrIal VendIng Helps tHe planet – One Dispense At A time

a COmmOn sCenarIO:
Many companies use consumables such as D cell batteries. With the old tool crib system, 
you may not have an accurate record of how many batteries are being used. And you 
may have no idea how many are actually making it into the recycling bins for proper 
disposal.

With the FAST 5000 machines, companies can slash their battery consumption by up 
to 40%. The FAST 5000 machine manages, tracks and controls access to the batteries. 
The tracking of the batteries can lead to increased recycling. This helps make sure your 
facility is complying with hazardous waste disposal protocols and ensures that no toxins 
from the batteries leak into the water table – which not only makes you more green, it 
saves you green as well.

The reduction in battery usages has a ripple effect. By lowering the number of batteries 
used, your company lessens the demand for batteries, which reduces the number of 
batteries manufactured. Fewer batteries made means fewer batteries shipped, which 
saves gas and lessens pollution.

This is just an illustrative example of one consumable for which the benefits of the 
FAST 5000 can be clearly seen. These savings can be realized for most MRO items, 
resulting not only in significant savings for your company but also a significant positive 
environmental impact.

Supplies from a ten cent O-ring to a $100 diamond coated end-mill have the same 
savings possibilities. No matter the items, reducing the usage of them will help the 
environment – and also make the company more green, in more ways than one.

One dispense at a time.

anatOmy OF 
a stOCkOut

A stock-out leads to waste in all 
links of the industrial supply chain. 
When an item is out of stock, it can 
lead to a shutdown of machinery 
and a backup in the production 
process, costing thousands.

The part must be expedited, 
in some cases shipped cross 
country overnight. It also leads to 
more trips to the facility for the 
distributor. These are expensive 
and fuel-inefficient. Paperwork 
also increases with stock-outs as 
orders are generated.

The FAST 5000 eliminates stock-
outs – good for business and good 
for the environment.
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IndustrIal VendIng Helps tHe planet – One Dispense At A time

saCramentO reduCes 
CIty’s COnsumptIOn 
OF batterIes, Fuel,  

and muCH mOre

Prior to installing the FAST 5000 machines 
in several City of Sacramento service 
departments, “We simply had cases of 
batteries in closets, and they may disappear 
a case at a time to who-knows-where,” said 
Sacramento Operations General Manager 
Tom Webber. “Now, there’s none of that.”

“Batteries are stocked in the machines, we 
don’t run out and we only pay for what we 
use through Fastenal.

“We’ve had bins and closets with stuff not 
used in two years. That ties up public funds 
and isn’t a good use of taxpayers’ money,” 
Webber said. “We had too much inventory 
on some items, but we were running out of 
others.

“Plus, if we need something that we’re out 
of, we’re not running a guy to Home Depot 
or wherever to get it,” Webber added.

“So, in addition to saving on our cost of 
materials, the system saves on overhead, 
from more production time and less 
downtime to things like the health and 
safety of a person driving to get an item.”

xCel energy
Several of its power-generation plants now have a paperless, automated ordering 
process due to implementation of numerous FAST 5000 machines and lockers, 
and these facilities are using fewer consumables.

WyetH pHarmaCeutICals
Because of the long process in getting a part during off-shifts, workers would 
hoard items near their stations, driving up Wyeth’s inventory costs.  And with 
those extra parts sitting out near the work areas, contractors could simply 
grab them. Fastenal’s FAST 5000 soution has reduced waste and usage of 
consumables.

IdaHO steel
Cutting tools and other MRO supplies and PPE are vended through the FAST 
5000 machine, making workers “more accountable for consumables. We can 
make sure they’re using everything properly and getting all the life out of each 
item.” Before, there was no way to track. The program has eliminated overstock, 
waste and cost.

WaterlOO IndustrIes
In the first month, glove consumption was reduced from more than $13,000 to 
$9,200. They also saved on paper with automated reporting.

lakesHOre teCHnOlOgIes
“We’ve cut inventory by 75 percent [about $20K per month] and we’ve seen a 
huge drop in consumption, because people are accountable for what they’re 
using.”

a blue “green” sOlutIOn – COmpanIes gOIng green 
WItH Fastenal’s VendIng prOgram.

Through our partnership with the nonprofit
RBRC, Fastenal can work with you to
recycle “spent” rechargeable batteries so
they don’t end up in landfills.

Lamps, batteries, ballasts, electronics and computer 
equipment usually contain mercury, lead and other 
heavy metals, all of which are considered toxic and 
hazardous to human health and the environment.

Recycling products available at
your local Fastenal store.
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